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Executive Summary
The longawaited promise of artificial intelligence (AI) is beginning to materialize. Powerful AIs, such
as IBM’s Watson and Google’s Deepmind, which has bested the world’s Go champion, herald the
“springtime” of AI research and development. However, some find the flowering of the technology
alarming, and wonder aloud whether AI may lead to a Terminatorstyle future in which
incomprehensibly intelligent computers destroy human civilization. Even moderate critics of AI warn
that we now stand on the verge of a mass labor dislocation in which up to half of all jobs may be taken
by machines. For now, however, these worries are extremely speculative, and the alarm they cause
can be counterproductive.
In order to maximize the benefits associated with ongoing developments in AI, we recommend that
policymakers and regulators:
(1) avoid speaking of hyperbolic hypothetical doomsday scenarios, and
(2) embrace a policy of regulatory restraint, intervening in the development and use of AI technology
only when and if the prospect of harm becomes realistic enough to merit government intervention.
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Introduction
As the renowned science fiction author Isaac Asimov once wrote, “Any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable from magic.” For many people, the seemingly magical nature of
unfamiliar technology invites wild speculation about the human implications of its development and
adoption. Nowhere is this more true than in artificial intelligence (AI). In the interest of brevity, these
comments will address just one of the topics raised in the Office of Science and Technology Policy’s
request for information: (4) the social and economic implications of AI.

Social Implications
AI is unlikely to herald the end times. It is not clear at this point whether a runaway malevolent AI, for
example, is a realworld possibility. In the absence of 
any
quantifiable risk along these lines
government officials should refrain from framing discussions of AI in alarming terms that suggest that
there 
is
a known, rather than entirely speculative, risk.1 Fanciful doomsday scenarios belong in science
fiction novels and highschool debate clubs, not in serious policy discussions about an existing,
mundane, and beneficial technology. Ours is already “a world filled with narrowlytailored artificial
intelligence that no one recognizes. As the computer scientist John McCarthy once said: ‘As soon as it
works, no one calls it AI anymore.’”2
The beneficial consequences of advanced AI are on the horizon and potentially profound. A sampling
of these possible benefits include: improved diagnostics and screening for autism;3 disease prevention
through genomic pattern recognition;4 bridging the genotypephenotype divide in genetics, allowing
scientists to glean a clearer picture of the relationship between genetics and disease, which could
introduce a wave of more effective personalized medical care;5 the development of new ways for the
sight and hearingimpaired to experience sight and sound.6 To be sure, many of these developments
raise certain practical, safety, and ethical concerns. But there are already serious efforts underway by
the private ventures developing these AI applications to anticipate and responsibly address these, as
well as more speculative, concerns.
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Consider OpenAI, “a nonprofit artificial intelligence research company.” OpenAI’s goal “is to advance
digital intelligence in the way that is most likely to benefit humanity as a whole, unconstrained by a
need to generate financial return.”7 AI researchers are already thinking deeply and carefully about AI
decisionmaking mechanisms in technologies like driverless cars, despite the fact that many of the
most serious concerns about how autonomous AI agents make valuebased choices are likely many
decades out.8 Efforts like these showcase how the private sector and leading technology
entrepreneurs are ahead of the curve when it comes to thinking about some of the more serious
implications of developing true artificial general intelligence (AGI) and artificial superintelligence (ASI).
It is important to note, however, that true AGI or ASI are unlikely to materialize in the nearterm, and
the mere possibility of their development should not blind policymakers to the many ways in which
artificial narrow intelligence (ANI) has already improved the lives of countless individuals the world
over. Virtual personal assistants, such as Siri and Cortana, or advanced search algorithms, such as
Google’s search engine, are good examples of already useful applications of narrow AI.

Economic Implications
The extent to which AI’s may “disrupt” labor markets is difficult to measure. It is clear that as AI
becomes more advanced, it will result in the increased automation of work. This trend may or may
not result in mass job dislocation. However, some lowskilled jobs are clearly vulnerable to
automation and improvements in AI technologies will certainly result in the loss of some of these jobs.
It’s important to recognize that AI is like many, many other technological developments that have led
to the replacement of labor by machines. What’s new is the kinds of jobs AI will allow to be
automated. The negative impact for certain workers in certain fields should not blind us to the likely
benefits of increased productivity in terms of economic performance and jobcreation elsewhere in
the economy. Government policies that both promote economic growth and help dislocated workers
with unemployment insurance, retraining, and other forms of public assistance can facilitate
disruptive innovation while protecting the welfare of those most likely to lose jobs to AI technology. If
policymakers get these policies right, advanced AI and increasing automation will help bring about
rising, broadbased prosperity.9
Policies to ameliorate negative consequences of increased automation in the economy must be
informed by empirical research. Some researchers have suggested that traditional measurements,
such as gross domestic product per capita, may not accurately capture the true scope of the costs and
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benefits of AI.10 As such, further research assessing more appropriate metrics for quantifying the
effects of AI and related automation will be needed in order to clarify policymakers’ options for
dealing with the negative implications of continued advances in the technology.
The Future of Life Institute has observed that “our civilization will flourish as long as we win the race
between the growing power of technology and the wisdom with which we manage it. In the case of AI
technology … the best way to win that race is not to impede the former, but to accelerate the latter,
by supporting AI safety research.”11 Government can play a positive and productive role in ensuring
the best economic outcomes from developments in AI by promoting consumer education initiatives.
By working with private sector developers, academics, and nonprofit policy specialists government
agencies can remain constructively engaged in the AI dialogue, while not endangering ongoing
developments in this technology.

General Policy Recommendations
Recommendation #1 (social): Because doomsday scenarios overstate the known risks of AI, official
discussion of AI policy should be conducted in measured and moderate terms, and focus on actual or
predictable risks of existing or emerging technology rather than on unfettered speculation about
unknowable future developments.
Many of the worstcase scenarios associated with AI are fueled by hyperbolic references to the
potential for a Terminatorstyle apocalypse. But existing AI is in an early, almost childlike stage of
development. Current AI technology doesn’t remotely approach the level of sophistication that would
merit the level of concern some critics have encouraged. It is encouraging that the White House
recognized this in its original announcement of an interagency working group, which formed the
foundation for the Office of Science and Technology Policy’s call for comments. Ed Felten, the Deputy
U.S. Chief Technology Officer, pointed out that current “AI is confined to narrow, specific tasks, and
isn’t anything like the general, adaptable intelligence that humans exhibit.”12 If left unchallenged,
exaggerated worries that implicitly misrepresent the nature of current and nearterm AI capabilities
could impede development in this nascent field of science and technology.
In a recent report on AI, Robert Atkinson, the president of the Information Technology and Innovation
Foundation, put it best:
Making sure that societies receive the full economic and social benefits that AI has to
offer first and foremost requires accelerating, rather than restricting the technology’s
development and adoption. And that in turn requires that policymakers resist an AI
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technopanic; they must instead embrace future possibilities with optimism and hope.
13

Avoiding apocalyptic rhetoric will help ensure a reasonable and practical policy discussion about AI.
Policymakers and regulators who give in to the temptation to dabble publicly in speculation about
cinematic worstcase scenarios invite reckless and counterproductive regulation unmoored from
realistic costbenefit analyses. Government agencies and lawmakers would do well to avoid discussing
AI in hyperbolic terms, lest we delay or altogether lose out on the many great benefits AI can offer.
Recommendation #2 (economic): AI’s full potential can only be actualized if government embraces a
policy of regulatory restraint.
Private stakeholders are wellpoised to explore and manage the costs and risks associated with
ongoing developments in AI. The government can be an effective partner and collaborator, but
regulators should stand down for the time being. Regulating too early, or on the basis of kneejerk
reactions to merely hypothetical doomsday scenarios, will hinder technological progress and
innovation. Restraint and realism are especially important to encourage ongoing private capital
investments in AI research and development.14
The general regulatory framework the Niskanen Center recommended in response to the National
Telecommunications Information Administration’s request for comments on the Internet of Things
(IoT) should also be applied to the field of AI.15 Indeed, the IoT is a nexus of developments in AI, big
data collection and analysis, and robotics and automation. Because all these technologies are
interrelated, a lack of regulatory forbearance in one area will have negative consequences that
reverberate through the entire emerging technology ecosystem.

Conclusion
As AI research and development continues, regulators and policymakers must remain realistic about
the nature and size of potential costs and weigh them responsibly against actual and probable
benefits. Speaking of developments in AI in apocalyptic and eschatological terms distracts from the
real and important issues facing this nascent field. The benefits of narrowlytailored AI can already be
seen all around us, and much greater benefits are on the horizon. Meanwhile, it is not presently clear
whether the AI technology that might lead to a doomsday scenario is even possible. For now, these
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scenarios should be approached with an air of dismissive skepticism. It is often possible to 
imagine
catastrophic consequences of new technologies. But it’s neither rational nor responsible to take
nightmares about costs into account alongside real benefits that have already begun to accrue.
As AI develops, government can be a valuable ally in promoting engagement between researchers and
academics, the private sector, government agencies, and civil society organizations. However, this
engagement should avoid conjuring the specter of legislation or regulatory action that may hinder the
important work being done in this field. Unless a clear need for intervention can be established with a
costbenefit analysis that balances 
real
harms against 
real
benefits, regulators and policymakers
should remain on the sidelines and keep watch over ongoing developments.
We thank the Office of Science and Technology Policy for the opportunity to provide these comments.
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